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The Staircases of Amsterdam New West
The Western Garden Cities, or New West, were constructed between 1946 and 1960 as part 
of the Amsterdam Extension Plan (AUP). It consists mainly of medium-rise buildings of four 
or five storeys, and is mainly social-sector housing. More than 130,000 people live in New 
West, among them many immigrants, in particular Moroccans and Turks.
New West’s image is in decline: a decreasing popularity among housing consumers, a 
declining basis for facilities, high rates of school drop-out in combination with low education 
levels, an increase of disadvantaged households, rising numbers of people feeling unsafe, 
and the ongoing departure of middle- and high-income households.
At present, a large restructuring programme in New West is in process. The physical renewal 
aims at better housing and attracting middle-income residents; the social-economic renewal 
at more jobs, better living conditions and a safer neighbourhood.

In 2001, the Dutch Housing Act 
celebrated its 100th anniversary and the 
New West housing estates in Amsterdam 
their 50th anniversary. Foundation ‘The 
Driehoek’ organised an exhibition 
highlighting both. The aim was not only 
to show  the past,  present and future of

Gré and Gerrit were among the first 
inhabitants of New West. Although most of 
their belongings are a bit old, they like to show 
their flat to others.

In the late 1950s, Bas and Nel moved to New
West. Their flat is decorated according to 
what was considered ‘good and decent living’
in the late 1950s and 1960s.

In the early 1970s, Jaap and Rie followed the
latest fashion in furnishing. They love 
Scandinavian teak. 

The flat of the couple Tejo and Inge represents
the late 1970s. They like to invite their friends
for long evenings at their home. 

In the 1980s, the older couple Jan and Bep
started slowing down. While Bep keeps the
house tidy and clean, Jan spends most of his
time with his model railway.

Contrary to their parents, the young couple
Fatima and Khalid grew up in New West.
Everything in their house is new and they
treat their belongings very careful. 

New West, but also the diversity behind the facades. 
The exhibition was held within a block of flats: 24 
housing units were already demolished to make way for 
new housing, while the exhibition centred around two 
staircases and its adjacent 16 housing units that were to 
be demolished shortly after the closing of the exhibition. 
The highlight of the exhibition were six completely 
furnished flats, each in a different style and from a 
different period.
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